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Abstract: Although therapeutic ultrasound has been in existence since the 1930s, questions 

remain as to its effectiveness in promoting tissue healing in various injured tissues. These tis-

sues include soft tissues such as skin, tendons, ligaments, bursae, joint capsules and muscles. 

Limited evidence exists to support a role for therapeutic ultrasound in closed, soft tissue lesions. 

However, an evolving literature provides support for the role of therapeutic ultrasound in the 

treatment of chronic wounds, acute injuries such as fractures and split thickness graft donor sites 

as well as in the modulation of wound-related pain. Modern technology that uses low-frequency 

(kilohertz), long wave ultrasound appears promising compared to older, higher frequency 

ultrasound (megahertz) devices. These newer devices appear to have positive effects on healing 

rates in various wound types, pain levels and the modulation of proinflammatory cytokines.
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Introduction
Therapeutic ultrasound has been used extensively to promote tissue healing for over 

60 years.1,2 Harvey3 in 1930 published an article on the physical, chemical and biologi-

cal effects of ultrasound. He noted that ultrasound induces changes in biological tissues 

including alterations in macromolecules, microbes, cells, tissues and organs. Early on it 

was recognized that ultrasound could be used to heat biological tissues, and published 

evidence indicates that ultrasound was used therapeutically to heat tissues in the 1930s.4 

Because of this application, ultrasound is widely used as a physical therapeutic agent in the 

1930s and 1940s5 and continues to be used today in modern rehabilitation.6 In fact, a survey 

published in 2007 examining the contemporary use of therapeutic ultrasound by physical 

therapists who are orthopedic certified specialists found that therapeutic ultrasound is 

widely used to treat soft tissue inflammation, tissue restrictions, scars, pain and edema.

Thermal and nonthermal effects of therapeutic 
ultrasound
Therapeutic ultrasound is inaudible, high-frequency (>20,000 kHz)7 mechanical vibra-

tions that are produced when electrical energy is transformed into acoustic energy. 

Therapeutic ultrasound encompasses a frequency range from 20 kHz to 3 MHz.7 High-

frequency therapeutic ultrasound (>20,000 kHz) produces a number of biological effects 

through primarily two mechanisms, thermal and nonthermal effects.2,8 Therapeutic 

ultrasound delivered by continuous wave (100% duty cycle; continuous delivery of 
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acoustic energy) application at higher intensities can produce 

time- and dose-dependent increases in tissue temperature.9–12 

Acoustic energy is absorbed by biological tissues especially 

those high in collagen and other protein containing fibers, 

and this energy is converted to heat energy. Resultant tissue 

heating leads to increased blood flow and tissue extensibility 

culminating in enhanced healing and mobility.

In comparison, the nonthermal effects of ultrasound are 

related to acoustic streaming and cavitation.2,7,8 Acoustic 

streaming is the unidirectional movement of fluid along cell 

membranes as a result of the ultrasound or mechanical pres-

sure wave pushing fluid past these structures.8 In compari-

son, cavitation occurs when the mechanical pressure waves 

compress and subsequently decompress microscopic gas 

bubbles located within biological fluid. The propagation of 

sound (mechanical pressure) waves through biological tissues 

produces a rolling cycle of compression and rarefaction of the 

exposed tissue. This compression and rarefaction of exposed 

tissue causes the microscopic gas bubbles to contract and 

expand.1,2,7,8 The rapid oscillation of gas bubbles may result 

in cell damage when these gas bubbles expand quickly and 

then collapse. This violent collapse has been likened to a 

micro explosion and is termed unstable cavitation. Unstable 

cavitation may disrupt cellular membranes, thus altering 

the function of the cell. However, this form of cavitation is 

not thought to occur with therapeutic ultrasound treatments.

A number of biological effects have been attributed to 

the induction of acoustic streaming and cavitation in tissues 

exposed to therapeutic ultrasound. In vitro studies have 

demonstrated growth retardation of cells13 that are exposed 

to therapeutic ultrasound along with increased protein syn-

thesis14,15 and cell membrane alterations.16,17 These cellular 

effects are seen with both continuous and pulsed ultrasound 

at therapeutic levels ranging from 0.1 to 1.7 W/cm2.13–15,18

Biological effects of therapeutic 
ultrasound
Various biological effects associated with therapeutic ultra-

sound have been detected in vitro and in vivo.19 Most of these 

studies used 1–3 MHz frequencies and intensities between 

0.1 and 1.5 W/cm2.20–26 Therapeutic ultrasound altered cell 

membrane properties including cellular adhesion,20 mem-

brane permeability,21 calcium ion flux,21 biological protein 

levels22 and proliferative processes.23 Nonthermal therapeutic 

ultrasound exposure increased intracellular calcium levels,21 

fibroblast proliferation,24 collagen production25 and fibroblast 

migration patterns.26 These biological effects are consistent 

with the theory that therapeutic ultrasound applied using non-

thermal parameters may enhance the function of fibroblasts 

leading to increased collagen synthesis and matrix repair.

Similarly, the enhanced proliferation rates of different 

wound bed cells exposed to the above described frequen-

cies and intensities also speaks to the potential for thera-

peutic ultrasound delivered at nonthermal parameters to 

enhance tissue healing.23 Therapeutic ultrasound delivered 

at nonthermal parameters has been shown to increase pro-

liferation specifically of T-cells, osteoblasts and fibroblasts. 

Furthermore, protein factors that stimulate a range of cel-

lular responses were also elevated with the application of 

nonthermal ultrasound.22 Increases in interleukin 8 (IL-8) 

by osteoblasts, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

by osteoblasts and monocytes, basic fibroblast growth fac-

tor by osteoblasts stimulate endothelial cell migration and 

proliferation, all functions are required for new blood vessel 

formation and tissue healing (refer Table 1 for overview of 

biological proteins and functions). Studies using the use of 

kiloHertz frequencies (35, 40 and 45 kHz) with treatment 

intensities between 5 and 100 mW/cm2 have been linked 

to increased production of IL-1 and IL-8, VEGF, fibroblast 

growth factor β, collagen production and specific patterns 

of fibroblast migration.19

However, many of these effects have not been confirmed 

in humans. A recent study by Yao et al27 demonstrated a 

modulatory effect of 40 kHz ultrasound on proinflamma-

tory cytokines, matrix enzymes and VEGF. Low-frequency 

ultrasound (LFU) using a 40 kHz generator resulted in a 

trend toward the reduction of proinflammatory cytokines 

(IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor-alpha [TNF-α] 

Table 1 Biological effects associated with nonthermal therapeutic ultrasound induced increases in cellular protein production

Increases in protein 
production19,22

Biological effect Functional effect Treatment frequency  
used in experiment

Interleukins 819 Endothelial cell migration and proliferation Formation of new blood vessels in tissue healing MHz; kHz
VEGF19 Endothelial cell migration and proliferation Formation of new blood vessels in tissue healing MHz; kHz
FGFβ19 Fibroblast growth Collagen formation for matrix production MHz; kHz
Collagen19,25 Tissue matrix formation Tissue healing MHz; kHz

Abbreviation: VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor; FGFβ, fibroblast growth factor beta.
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and granulocyte macrophage colonystimulating [GM-CSF]) 

matrix  metalloproteinases, VEGF and macrophage number 

with noncontact, low-frequency ultrasound (NCLFU).

Therapeutic ultrasound and 
accepted practice
The use of therapeutic ultrasound continues today by not 

only physical therapists but also physicians, podiatrists, 

chiropractors, nurses and occupational therapists. These 

practitioners use therapeutic ultrasound to treat a wide range 

of tissues including skin, tendon, ligament, joint capsule, 

bursa, muscle and bone. However, questions remain as to the 

effectiveness of therapeutic ultrasound in the treatment of 

these tissue injuries. These questions in large part are due to 

lack of well-designed controlled studies with large participant 

numbers, standardized treatment approaches and verification 

of in vitro and in vivo effects occurring in humans treated 

with therapeutic ultrasound.19

Therapeutic ultrasound treatment 
of closed soft tissue injuries
While the focus of this article is not on the effects of therapeu-

tic ultrasound on closed soft tissue injuries, it is interesting to 

review the results of these studies because similar megaHertz 

generating acoustic devices are used along with treatment 

parameters (contact ultrasound application, megaHertz fre-

quencies [1–3 MHz] and pulsed, low-intensity ultrasound 

often used in treating chronic open wounds). One notable 

difference that must be taken into account is that, unlike 

the open chronic wound studies, debridement is not paired 

with the treatment due to the closed nature of the injury. As 

a result, the injured tissue does not receive a “jump start” 

or conversion to an acute wound like a chronic open wound 

that is being actively debrided.

Similarly, review of this literature brings a helpful per-

spective because similarly injured tissues such as connective 

tissue, tendons, ligaments, joint capsules and muscle are 

involved in both open and closed wounds. The rest of this 

article will specifically delve into the literature surround-

ing the use of both high-frequency ultrasound (HFU, MHz) 

and LFU (kHz) for the treatment of open, chronic wounds. 

However, the effects of therapeutic ultrasound on injured soft 

tissue are reviewed briefly subsequently.

A recent study published by Chinn et al28 concluded that 

the current evidence for the use of therapeutic ultrasound in 

the treatment of soft tissue injury is low. Chinn et al28 located 

seven good quality studies using PubMed and Cochrane 

databases. Of these seven studies, only two demonstrated any 

clinical benefit of the treatment of injured soft tissue with 

therapeutic ultrasound. These findings are consistent with 

those reported by Shanks et al,29 Robertson and Baker,30 Van 

der Windt et al31 and Gam and Johannsen.32 They concluded 

that the evidence did not support the use of therapeutic ultra-

sound in the treatment of soft tissue injuries.

Similarly, there is some low-level evidence that indicates 

that therapeutic ultrasound benefits fresh fracture healing. In 

a recent network meta-analysis, Ebrahim et al33 examined the 

effect of low intensity pulsed ultrasound (LIPUS) versus elec-

trical stimulation on fresh fractures, delayed union fractures 

or nonunion fractures. Two independent reviewers performed 

the assessment of 15 trials. The investigators concluded that 

poor-quality evidence indicated that patients with fresh frac-

tures who were treated with LIPUS demonstrated a clinical 

benefit at 6 months. An earlier meta-analysis performed by 

Busse et al34 revealed moderate- to low-quality evidence for 

LIPUS in healing fractures.

The benefits detected in patients with fresh fractures 

who were treated with therapeutic ultrasound may be 

related to the effects of therapeutic ultrasound on acute 

tissue injuries. In the author’s experience with NCLFU 

dating back to original unpublished studies (Conner-Kerr 

et al,35 presented in 2003 at the Symposium on Advanced 

Wound Care) performed using the initial prototype 

for the MIST® therapy device, infected, acute porcine 

wounds healed 30% faster than control, infected wounds. 

A prospective, randomized controlled trial conducted by 

Prather et al36 examining the effects of 40 kHz NCLFU 

plus standard of care (SOC) therapy versus SOC therapy 

revealed significantly faster rates of healing in patients 

with split thickness donor sites. The mean time to healing 

was 12.1 days in the NCLFU plus SOC versus 21.3 days in 

the SOC therapy-only group. One hundred percent of the 

NCLFU plus SOC therapy group epithelialized in 4 weeks 

compared to 71% in the SOC-only treatment group. The 

NCLFU plus SOC therapy group experience less itching 

and pain as well as decreased recidivism rate of 8% versus 

45% for the SOC therapy-only group. This increased rate 

of re-epithelialization is similar to the 30% increased rate 

of healing observed in our acute porcine wound model 

referenced earlier and may demonstrate the maximum 

biological shift in healing rates that can be achieved with 

NCLFU treatment of acute wounds. Acute wounds may be 

more responsive to therapeutic ultrasound treatment and 

this may account for the increased healing rates observed 

also in individuals with fresh fractures.
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Reimbursement status of 
therapeutic ultrasound for open 
chronic wounds
Even after more than 80 years of study,1 there remains a lack 

of consensus in the scientific community as to the mechanism 

of action by which ultrasound affects biological tissues and 

its effectiveness in treating human tissues. Health care pro-

viders and the insurance industry continue to question the 

effectiveness of this therapy in treating chronic open wounds. 

For example, the clinical policy bulletin (#0372) for Aetna® 

dated August 16, 2016 (last review date; next review date 

April 13, 2017; effective date February 7, 2000) states “Aetna 

considers noncontact, non-thermal, low-frequency ultrasound 

therapy experimental and investigational for the treatment of 

wounds because its effectiveness has not been established” 

(accessed February 12, 2017, 2016). Similarly, the United 

HealthCare Services, Inc. commercial medical policy 

effective October 1, 2016, states in their coverage rational, 

“Low frequency ultrasound is unproven and not medically 

necessary for treating wounds” (accessed February 16, 2017, 

2016). Additionally, United HealthCare Services, Inc. does 

state in their commercial medical policy that “Medicare does 

not have a National Coverage Determination (NCD) for LFU 

for the treatment of wounds. Local Coverage Determinations 

(LCDs) exist; see the LCDs for Non-covered Services and 

Wound Care” (accessed February 16, 2017, 2016). Compari-

son of the national coverage policy for three of the top five 

commercial health care plans is shown in Table 2.

Critical literature reviews assessing 
the effectiveness of therapeutic 
ultrasound
Because of the questions that remain about the effectiveness 

of therapeutic ultrasound on tissue healing, various critical 

literature reviews (narrative or traditional reviews, meta-

analysis, and systematic reviews) have been conducted over 

Table 2 National coverage decision of health plans in the top five by market share (according to NAIC)

Corporate 
medical policy

Website location Policy statement Policy 
number

Last CAP 
review

Next CAP 
review 

United Health 
Care®

https://www.unitedhealthcareonline.com/
ccmcontent/ProviderII/UHC/en-US/Main%20Menu/
Tools%20&%20Resources/Policies%20and%20
Protocols/Medicare%20Advantage%20Policy%20
Guidelines/Low_Frequency_NC_NT_Ultrasound.
pdf

Use of low-frequency, 
noncontact, 
nonthermal, 
ultrasound therapy 
is considered 
investigational and not 
medically necessary 
for all applications.

2016T0
521K

10/16 Not stated

Anthem® https://www.anthem.com/medicalpolicies/policies/
mp_pw_a070642.htm

MED 00096 11/16 Not stated

Aetna® http://www.aetna.com/cpb/medical/
data/700_799/0746.html

Aetna considers 
ultrasound therapy 
(including high-
frequency ultrasound, 
noncontact low-
frequency ultrasound 
devices) for wound 
healing and reduction 
of chronic wound 
pain experimental and 
investigational because 
its effectiveness for 
these indications has 
not been established.

0746 10/16 8/17

Medicare https://www.unitedhealthcareonline.com/
ccmcontent/ProviderII/UHC/en-US/Main%20Menu/
Tools%20&%20Resources/Policies%20and%20
Protocols/Medicare%20Advantage%20Policy%20
Guidelines/Low_Frequency_NC_NT_Ultrasound.
pdf

Does not have a 
national coverage 
determination; 
local coverage 
determinations exist

NA NA NA

Note: Data from Dark Daily: Serving Clinical Labs & Pathology Groups.60

Abbreviations: CAP, Consultant Advisory Panel; NAIC, National Association of Insurance Commissioners; NA, not applicable.
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the years (refer Table 3 for an overview of study outcomes). 

Between 1998 and 2016, there have been some seven high-

level critical reviews (meta-analysis, systematic reviews) of 

the literature examining specifically the effects of therapeutic 

ultrasound on chronic wound healing.37–43

Of these studies, three studies found no evidence of benefit 

for therapeutic ultrasound treatment of pressure ulcers38,40,41 

and one study found unknown effectiveness of therapeutic 

ultrasound in the treatment of pressure and venous ulcers.39 

One study found evidence that ultrasound treatment of the 

periwound tissue that surrounds the wound bed produced ben-

eficial effects on healing.37 Two other studies found evidence to 

support the use of therapeutic ultrasound.42,43 One study detected 

increased healing at 7–8 weeks with HFU,42 and another demon-

strated that NCLFU produced consistent and substantial wound 

healing as well as enhanced rates of healing.43

An early review of the literature by Johannsen et al37 

reported that therapeutic ultrasound was most effective when 

delivered in low doses to the periwound or wound edge. A 

Cochrane review of the literature in 200638 concluded that the 

evidence did not support a role for ultrasound in the treatment 

of pressure ulcers. It was further noted that the small num-

ber of participants, methodological flaws and small number 

of trials prohibited the determination of any beneficial or 

harmful effects of ultrasound treatments on pressure ulcers.

Systematic reviews by Nelson and Jones39 further indi-

cated that the effects of therapeutic ultrasound on pressure 

and venous ulcers are unknown. In 2008,44 a systematic 

review by Hinchliffe et al concluded that no evidence was 

found to support the use of “more expensive treatments” in 

the clinical management of chronic diabetic foot wounds. 

Sixty studies were examined in the review, and ultrasound 

was listed as one of the product categories examined for 

potential effectiveness in healing diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs). 

Similarly, Reddy et al40 in a systematic review of randomized 

controlled trials found little evidence to support the use of 

ultrasound in treating pressure ulcers.

A subsequent Cochrane review in 201042 examined the 

effectiveness of ultrasound on healing venous leg ulcers. 

Eight randomized controlled trials were examined by two 

authors independently. All of these studies had unclear or 

high risk of bias and used different durations of follow-up 

and treatment durations with ultrasound. Six trials evaluated 

HFU and two trials evaluated LFU. With the HFU studies, 

five demonstrated significantly higher healing at 7–8 weeks, 

whereas no difference was detected with the two LFU trials.

Gottrup and Apelqvist45 examined the evidence to support 

the use of traditionally accepted and new therapeutic devices 

to encourage healing of DFU. The effectiveness of ultrasound 

therapy was analyzed along with other treatment modalities. 

The review found a paucity of high-quality evidence due to a 

number of factors. These factors included inadequate sample 

size and controls, short follow-up, lack of randomization, 

nonblinded assessment of outcomes, to name a few. In 2013, 

Kwan et al46 further assessed the effectiveness of physical 

therapeutic modalities in DFU healing. Only randomized 

controlled trials located in MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE 

and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials from 

1966 to 2011 were used for the analysis. Eight randomized 

controlled trials were assessed. Only one study examined the 

effects of therapeutic ultrasound on DFUs. While the study 

indicated a positive effect of ultrasound treatment compared 

to control, the small treatment group numbers did not provide 

definitive evidence to rule out harmful effects of ultrasound.

Table 3 Effects of ultrasound on chronic wounds: critical review of the literature

Author Year 
published

Type of review Type of wound Finding

Johannsen et al37 1998 Meta-analysis Chronic leg ulcers Ultrasound treatment has best effect when applied to periwound
Baba-Akbari38 2006 Systematic review 

(Cochrane review)
Pressure ulcers No evidence of benefit

Nelson and Jones39 2007 Systematic review Pressure ulcers
Venous ulcers

Unknown effectiveness

Reddy et al40 2008 Systematic review Pressure ulcers No clear evidence to support
Ontario Ministry of 
Health and Long Term 
Care41

2009 Evidence-based 
analysis

Pressure ulcers No evidence of benefit

Cullum et al42 2010 Systematic review 
(Cochrane review)

Venous ulcers No reliable evidence of benefit; significantly more patients healed 
with HFU in 5 of 6 independent small trials at 7–8 weeks

Driver et al43 2011 Meta-analysis Chronic wounds NCLFU resulted in consistent and substantial wound size 
reduction and favorable healing rates

Abbreviations: HFU, high-frequency ultrasound; NCLFU, noncontact, low-frequency ultrasound.
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In 2011, Driver et al43 conducted a meta-analysis to 

determine the effects of NCLFU on chronic wound heal-

ing. Eight published studies (one randomized, double-blind, 

sham-controlled study, five retrospective studies and two 

prospective nonrandomized studies) with 444 participants 

were examined. The effects of NCLFU on wound size 

including volume reduction and rate of healing were studied. 

Analysis of four of these studies with a total of 188 patients 

revealed that wound area decreased by approximately 85% 

over a 7-week period. Wound volume was also reduced in a 

similar fashion (~80%) in four studies with 278 individuals 

over a 12-week period with NCLFU treatment. Analysis of 

seven studies (429 participants) demonstrated that 32.7% 

of wounds healed by 6 weeks and 41.7% of wounds healed 

by 12 weeks when treated with NCLFU. The mean time to 

healing in individuals treated with NCLFU was 8.2 weeks. 

Overall, the study authors concluded that NCLFU reduced 

wound size including volume and enhanced healing rates in 

persons with chronic wounds.

Original studies of the effectiveness 
of therapeutic ultrasound
Eleven studies were included in this review section (refer 

Table 4 for an overview).47–57 Six of the studies were random-

ized controlled trials,47,50,52,54,55,57 two studies were placebo-

controlled (mock intervention used) trials,48,49 one study 

was a retrospective analysis/case series,53 one study was a 

comparative analysis54 and one study was a non-comparative 

analysis.51 Four studies examined venous ulcers,49,55–57 five 

studies examined chronic leg ulcers47,48,51,53 with one study 

that included individuals that also had critical limb isch-

emia,52 one study examined DFUs50 and one study examined 

pressure ulcers.54 Only two studies47,48 reported no significant 

differences in any measured dependent variable.

Table 4 Effects of ultrasound on wound healing in original studies

Author Year Type of study Ultrasound 
frequency and 
intensity

Type of wound Outcome

Lundeberg et al47 1990 RCT 1 MHz; 0.5 W/cm2 Chronic leg ulcers No significant differences between pulsed 
ultrasound and conventional care and conventional 
care alone.

Eriksson et al48 1991 Placebo-controlled 
trial

1 MHz; 1 W/cm2 Chronic leg ulcers No significant difference between ultrasound and 
placebo group.

Peschen et al49 1997 Placebo-controlled 
trial

30 kHz; 100 mW/cm2

Waterbath
Venous ulcers Ultrasound plus conventional therapy group 

exhibited a significantly greater decrease in wound 
area compared to conventional treatment group 

Ennis et al50 2005 Double-blind, 
multicenter RCT

40 kHz; noncontact Diabetic foot 
ulcers

Ultrasound plus SOC significantly increased healing 
compared to SOC

Ennis et al51 2006 Noncomparative 
study

40 kHz; noncontact Chronic lower 
extremity wounds

Ultrasound-treated wounds achieved healing more 
rapidly than historic controls

Kavros et al52 2007 Prospective, RCT 40 kHz; noncontact Leg and foot 
ulcers; critical limb 
ischemia

Significantly greater number of individuals treated 
with ultrasound plus SOC achieved greater than 
50% wound healing at 12 weeks compared to SOC 
alone.

Kavros and 
Schenck53

2008 Retrospective 
analysis; 
nonrandomized, 
baseline-controlled 
clinical case series

40 kHz; noncontact Chronic leg and 
foot ulcers

Wound volume and weeks to healing were 
significantly reduced in the ultrasound-treated 
group.

Polak et al54 2014 Prospective, RCT 1 MHz; 0.5 W/cm2 Stage II and III 
pressure ulcers

Wound surface area was significantly reduced with 
the HFU group at 6 weeks.

Olyaie et al55 2013 RCT 40 kHz; noncontact Venous ulcers Significant reduction in pain and edema scores in 
ultrasound-treated group.

Beheshti et al56 2014 Comparative study HFU;
40 kHz noncontact

Venous ulcers Size of ulcer, mean degree of pain and edema 
were significantly decreased in ultrasound group 
compared to standard treatment group.

White et al57 2015 RCT; single center, 
blinded

40 kHz; noncontact Venous ulcers Substantial mean reduction in pain in the ultrasound 
plus SOC group; Non significant changes in wound 
area, infections and QoL.

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial; SOC, standard of care; HFU, high-frequency ultrasound; QoL, quality of life.
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The effects of pulsed ultrasound in the treatment of 

chronic leg ulcers was examined by Lundeberg et al47 in a 

randomized controlled trial involving 44 patients. Pulsed 

ultrasound plus SOC therapy was compared to SOC therapy 

plus placebo-ultrasound.

Patients were treated 3 times per week using pulsed 

ultrasound delivered with a 1 MHz frequency generator. No 

significant differences were detected between the treatment 

groups at 4, 8 and 12 weeks. Eriksson et al48 conducted 

another randomized controlled trial in 1991.

A similar paradigm was followed with patients receiving 

ultrasound plus SOC therapy or SOC therapy plus placebo-

ultrasound. Ultrasound therapy was delivered continuously 

for 10 minutes at thermal parameters (1 W/cm2) using a 

1 MHz generator. Similarly, no significant difference in 

wound area or rate of healing was detected at 2, 4, 6 and 

8 weeks.

In contrast, a 1997 placebo-controlled, single-blinded, 

clinical study by Peschen et al49 discovered that low-

frequency and low-dose ultrasound facilitates healing 

in chronic venous ulcers. The effects of low-frequency 

(30 kHz), low-dose ultrasound was examined in 24 patients 

randomly assigned to conventional therapy versus LFU plus 

conventional therapy for 12 weeks. Continuous ultrasound 

at 100 mW/cm2 was applied 3 times per week. Wounds were 

measured using planimetry at baseline, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 

12 weeks of therapy. The LFU plus conventional therapy 

group exhibited a 55.4% decrease in wound area compared 

to 16.5% for the conventional therapy-only group.

In 2004, a new device was approved by the FDA that 

allowed ultrasound to be transmitted on a saline particle mist 

to the wound bed (www.aetna.com/cpb/medical/data). The 

frequency generator produced a 40 kHz frequency as opposed 

to commonly used ultrasound devices that had MHz genera-

tors that required a contact application procedure.

Ennis et al50 studied the effects of this NCLFU on dia-

betic ulcers in a randomized, double-blinded, controlled, 

multicenter trial in a 2005 study. Fifty-five patients received 

either SOC therapy and the NCLFU device or SOC therapy 

plus a sham device. After 12 weeks, 40.7% of DFUs healed 

versus 14.3% in the SOC and sham therapy group. In a second 

study, Ennis et al51 examined the incidence of wound closure 

for chronic, nonhealing lower extremity wounds treated with 

the NCLFU device. Median time to healing with the NCLFU 

as a stand-alone therapy was 7 weeks compared to 10 weeks 

for historic controls.

In 2007, Kavros et al52 conducted a prospective, random-

ized, controlled study examining the effectiveness of NCLFU 

in individuals with nonhealing leg and foot ulcer who had 

critical limb ischemia. Patients received either NCLFU plus 

SOC or SOC alone 3 times per week for 12 weeks or until 

healed. Patients receiving NCLFU plus SOC healed by a 

significantly higher percentage (63%) than SOC alone (29%). 

Kavros and Schenck53 performed an open-label, nonrandom-

ized, baseline-controlled clinical case series investigating 

the effect of NCLFU on healing chronic, recalcitrant lower 

extremity wounds. The mean time in treatment was 5.5 weeks 

for NCLFU plus SOC compared to 9.8 weeks for SOC alone. 

Percentage of wound volume reductions is 37% in the SOC 

group versus 95% in the NCLFU plus SOC group.

Polak et al54 studied specifically the effectiveness of HFU 

(MHz ultrasound) on pressure ulcer healing. In a prospective 

randomized, controlled trial, he examined the effects of HFU 

on Stage II and III pressure ulcers. Study participants were 

assigned randomly to either a control group that received 

SOC therapy only or a treatment group that received SOC 

therapy along with HFU. HFU was delivered at 1 MHz, 

0.5 W/cm2 at a 20% duty cycle for 1–3 min/cm2 in 1 session 

per day/5 days per week for 6 weeks or until wound closure. 

The wound surface area (WSA) decreased significantly 

after 6 weeks with a significantly greater reduction in the 

SOC-HFU (~69%±37.23%)-treated group compared to the 

SOC (37.24%±57.84%; p<0.05) therapy-only group. The 

mean weekly reduction in WSA was greater for the SOC-

HFU group compared to the SOC therapy-only group. A 

higher percentage Stage II pressure ulcers decreased in size 

by 50% in the SOC-HFU-treated group compared to SOC 

therapy alone.

In 2013, Olyaie et al55 in a small randomized, controlled 

trial examined the effectiveness of either HFU or NCLFU 

and SOC therapy or SOC therapy alone on venous ulcer 

healing. Ninety patients were randomly assigned equally 

(30 per treatment group) to one of the abovementioned treat-

ment groups. Patients received SOC therapy (multilayered 

compression bandages, nonadherent dressing and regular 

debridement) 3 times per week for 3 months or until the 

wound healed. Assessment of wound size, pain and lower 

leg edema occurred at baseline, 2 and 4 months. Statistically 

significant results were detected at 4 months with the wound 

area of the SOC group measuring 4.28 cm2, and the SOC-

HFU and SOC NCLFU group measuring 3.23 and 2.72 cm2, 

respectively. Edema and wound pain rating scores were also 

significantly different at 4 months with the SOC-NCLFU 

group demonstrating the most improvement.

The effects of SOC therapy versus HFU and NCLFU 

treatment in combination with SOC therapy, respectively, on 
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venous ulcers was also examined by Beheshti et al56. Once 

again, 90 patients were assigned in equal numbers (30 per 

group) to each of the treatment groups (SOC, SOC-HFU 

and SOC-NCLFU). Ultrasound therapy in both groups was 

delivered 3 times per week until the wounds healed. Similar to 

the Olyaie et al55 study, the following variables were assessed 

at baseline, 2 and 4 months: time to complete healing, 

wound size, pain and edema. Complete wound healing was 

achieved at 8.13, 6.10 and 5.70 months, respectively, in the 

SOC, SOC-HFU and SOC-NCLFU groups. Again this small 

study showed that time to complete healing was statistically 

significant in the ultrasound treatment groups compared to 

the SOC therapy group. Wound pain and edema were also 

significantly decreased in the ultrasound-treated groups. 

Wound healing rates were not statistically different between 

the two ultrasound-treated groups. Additionally, no difference 

in recurrence rate was detected between any of the groups.

In 2014, Yao et al27 studied the relationship between dose 

and duration in patients with nonhealing DFUs treated with 

NCLFU in a prospective, randomized clinical study. The 

correlation between wound healing and cytokine/proteinase/

growth factor profile was also examined. Twelve patients 

were randomly assigned to a SOC therapy group, a group 

receiving SOC-NCLFU once per week or a group receiving 

SOC-NCLFU three times per week. The group receiving 

SOC-NCLFU 3 times per week showed the greatest reduction 

in percentage of area reduction of the wound. SOC-NCLFU 

demonstrated an 86% reduction in wound area compared 

to 25 and 39%, respectively, for the group receiving SOC 

therapy and NCLFU 1 time per week and the group receiv-

ing only SOC therapy. Examination of biological samples 

indicated a trend toward the reduction of proinflammatory 

cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, IL-1β, TNF-α and GM-CSF) matrix 

metalloproteinases, vascular endothelial-derived growth fac-

tor (VEGF) and macrophage number with NCLFU treatment.

White et al57 in a single-site, evaluator-blinded random-

ized control trial SOC therapy delivered at least once weakly 

with NCLFU plus SOC therapy on change in wound area, 

quality of life (QoL) scores, pain scores and infection num-

bers. Wound area decreased by 47% in the SOC-NCLFU 

treatment group versus 39% reduction in the SOC therapy-

only treatment group. Infection number and change in QoL 

score were not significantly different. However, pain reduc-

tion was significantly different in the two groups. The SOC-

NCLFU treatment group exhibited a 14.4 point reduction in 

pain compared to a 5.3 point reduction in the SOC therapy-

only group. Similarly, Samies and Gehling58 performed a 

retrospective chart review of 15 patients to determine the 

effects of NCLFU on pain levels. They found that mean pain 

scores in patients treated with NCLFU decreased from 8 at 

pretreatment to 1.7 at posttreatment. Patients had painful, 

nonhealing, lower extremity wounds that received treatment 

for 2–4 weeks. Early evidence indicates that NCLFU relieves 

pain associated with painful, chronic wounds.

Conclusion
Therapeutic ultrasound as a treatment modality or physical 

therapeutic device has been in existence for over 80 years. 

Evolving evidence points to a role for therapeutic ultrasound 

in promoting wound healing in both closed and open wound 

healing. The benefits of this technology for wound healing 

may be greater in acute injuries but hold promise for enhanc-

ing chronic wound healing. Newer technologies that take 

advantage of different treatment frequencies and delivery 

methods may more optimally deliver a therapeutic level of 

acoustic energy to both superficial and deep tissues.59 Opti-

mizing specific frequencies to induce particular cellular and 

tissue changes may also produce more effective treatment 

paradigms. The next 80 years should be fascinating as this 

therapeutic agent evolves.
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